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THE NEED FOR A CONCEPTUAL BASE A,

Even a perfunctory,review of the literatUre on student
teaehOg in the last :TS years leads quickly to.0e Conclusion
that_there is Uo comprehensive theoretical rationale for the
'contribution's of student teaching and reIated'direot: exPeri-

, ence to the development of a professional,- teicher.(Andrews,
1964, 30). .

0

Bebairefof the lack of a theoretical baSe from'which to
a

;Operate, :research in student teaching has been criticizedas beieg
,

;"highly randomiated, leading-one writer-to conclUde:
. what we

-44

hatre actually said is soilething like this: we do.notT.know what we

want to happeja, but surely it will happen if we give the teacher
'

education _student *ugh exposure" 1LaGrone, rass:p. 97.

Con;mt (1964, p.-1.42)'considered professional laboratory
4-

experiences the "one'cudisputably esSential element in professiinal
4.

It

education." But as.Silberman has`pOint, out, thist.View is primarily

.
1.

based on ihe opinions of"graduates O al-ler:education programs
- ,;/.<!4 ,

,:rather than'being rooted in a systema. ustification. "To the

extent to which they.value iny aspeof thelrprofessional education;

teachers-generaey cite practice teaching as th, most valuable-7-
,

sometimes the only valuable-7part" (SilberMan, 1970, p. 451). t
_

,Within the past few years, professional education has

'becoMe more scientific undevtaking. One thrust has been directed toward

breakin the teaching act down into More specific, definable behaviors.

'Anothe thr st has:been in the diection of podlfying and quantifying

thosk behaviors, and assessing their effects on suent learning.-

*
47 1
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As profesSional education becOme*More scientifix i- its'
.

.

-approach; controverSy,muItiplielhbetween ",behaviorists" and. "human-

iStS." In one corner of the ring are tikote who see the proeer,goal

of teacher educatiOn programs as the production of a teacher who has
.°

mastered a variety f teaching skills. The ta,inee is expectea to

display a certain minimal degree of competence in his/her behavior
.

as measured against predeterMindd objeCtives.- Cooper and 'Weber
4

define .competency-based,teacher education as follows:

A competency-bawd (or performance-based) teacher education
program is a program in which the competencies'to be acquired
,by the student and the criteria to be applied in 'assessing the,

competency of the-student are made explicit and the student is
held accountable for meeting those criteria (Cooper and Weber,
quoted in Elfenbein, 1972, p. 4).

The reader should note at this point that this definition of

competency-based'teacher education involves only the explicit nature

-of the objectives of the program, and the accountability of the
r,

student for meeting, those objectives. Other concepts, such as

individual progression and mastery learning, are not given in this

definition but are, often introduced 4tnto discussions concerning

competency-based teacher tducation.

- ,

'Teacher educators who value teachers possessing. self-as7

instrument" self concept, a view of the teacher as helper, as the

ultimate goal of professional education, tend to be in the oppOsing

corner. Arthur Combs may be cOnsidered representative of this

group. He has argued that, "The production of.an effective teacher

is a highly personal matter,".and "Effective teacher educ4ion must

oncentrate its efforts on meanings xather than behavior" (l9s7,

pp. 286-287). Behavior is only a Sympitom: subjective,'idiosyncratic

meanings are the causal agents.
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Combs has cribicized the competency approach for a number

Of re8gdhs, questionin4 whether method& of experts can be taUght to

beginners'; whether longslists of competencies cannot be discouraging

-to the neophyte and the experienced teacher alike, because one never

' really "arrived." Thereare always more cOmPetencies to be mastered

(1965, pp. 4.-5).

For the selt-hs-instrument group, becoming a'teacher i&
r/

part of an overall process of "becoming" as a person, part of the

devélopment,of a total, personlity. Ana that pr'odess of becoming

must "start from security and acceptance" (Combs, 1972, p. 287).
,

Such arguments, however, tend to obscure a deeper difference

between these bwo apgi-oaches to the trainihg of teachers.'. That
.

difference is one of epistemology, ofs(basic assumptions concerning

that wshich is worth knowing. Epistemological assumption& are basic
0-

to any view of science, for they .outline bhe rubrics of empirical

inquiry.

CompetenCy-based programs, byCdoPer and'Weber's definition,

are organized on the principle of'criterion4referenced in&truction.

This has been outlined earlier, b urther distinction must be

made. In criterion-referenced inT,tion, the basic operational

probieth Is the'dfinition of desirable outcomes of units'of instruc-
.

tion, and 'the statement4rof those outcome in behavioral terms.
2

Outcomes stated in this way are known as behavioral objectives, and

the basic epistemological assumption of behavioral objectives is

that outward,behavior is that which is worth knowing, worth Sbudying

and measuring.



This assuMption is in'.ilirect oppbsition to the position

taken by ombs,- alluded to earlier; that those entities worth knowilig

,are the subjective, idiosyncratic meanings whi4oh causre behavior. Thii
V .

°is the phenomenological pointOf view--that behavior Should- be

cemsidered frdM within a eubjeces,frame of reference rather than from. r

without.

THE NEED FORA MORE. COMPREHENSIVE PERSPECTIVE

Each of these approaches pp'Sits,a desirable ,goal of

6

programs-of teacher education ana--delineates, to a .degree, the tYPes

,and structure of fiela experiences necessary to obtain that particular
H. V

end goal. If, for instance, one's ideal picture of' a beginning :

0/
teacher emphasizes primarily measurable, observ ble basic skillA,

probably the most efficient method of achieving that end would be to:
,

(1) modularize skill learping packages, giving 'the traineethe

opportunity to develop specific competencieS in simulated environmdnts,

and (2) to expect the trainee to exhibit those gkills gained in later, 1

4irept.classroom performance.

- If, on the otherhand, one's.ideal 'beginning, teacher is

one with a strong sense of purpose, a positive view of-Self; highly

attuned to the needs,of individual students; responsive to, and

capable of functioning ini an enviornment that is interpergonal and

interactive; if this-is,the case, then ble principle of "appropriate

*,practice" would seem 'to/suggest much more direCt experience and'lesg

indirect, simUlated exPerience.



' In the first case,,extteme emphasis on .skill develoPment

'alone ignores other elements of-personal development. In the second,

skill develoRment is sacrificed-because of the lack of control by.

the teacher trainet over.the dynamics of direct clasaroOm experiences
4

Truth, as is'customary,
a
lies somewHere between the extreme

%

Poles: The teal goal of all.teachAr educators is a beginning te cher
7-- p

3 .

enjoys.working with.pupils, who.finds great satisfaction help'ng. 0

/them learn,' and.who possesses the reguitite skills to'accompliSh this
,

,end. This description is virtually identical with what Abraham Maslow

has described as a self-actualized inftvidual..

" MaslOwihas proposed a.theorY of haman motivatlon that is

bagically teleological, proposing an inherent huMah tendency toWard selX-

actualization. Maslow ranks what he proposes to beinherent human needs,

a
in order of decreasing strength:

l: Physiological needs

. ) Safety

..3.-' LOve and affection ,

I

4. ' Self-esteem'and prestige (approval of others)'

.5: Self-actualizatiOn
.

The point of the hierarchy.is that Ae stronget, basic needs

must be satisfied,ibeNte the weaker, higher needs become important to us:
/

A further-point with regards to the hieratchy is that the needs in the

hierarchy need.not be totally satisfied'in order for the'individual to,

become aware of, and concerned about beginning to satisfy, the next higher

.-and weaker need. The'degree to which each need mustbe satisfied before

movement to the next higher need'occurs is an individual process. For
.

.some individuals safety or,security is a stronger need than for.others.
,
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is at level four 'p elf-esteem and independence) where there(

exists a possibility, for integrating, at least theOretically,-the two

opposing points of view ("competency" vs. "becoming") with regards

to the goals, and therefore,the. structure; of clinical experiences,

Maslow has from time to time:referred to '"cOmpetehCe" as an.iMportaht

)14D'

ingi: dient in obtaining and maintaini'ha a senseoof selfesteem and

1
) '

.

inde epdence. must vieW,hiMself as'a competent human being in
,.,

'order torgain qelf-esteem.
P.

STUDEN. TEACHING

At what level of-'concerniazq teacher-trainees as they

.complete,their training? David Aspy has suggested that there i a

considerable(discreparicy betWeen what teacher educators expect of

teacher trainees in clinical experience,, and-what teacher trainees
. ,

are yn a position to ,give. Reviewing a number of studies cohcerning

,
anxieties expressed during teacher training and during initial years

of teaching, Aspy concluded,:

. . .- the malcrity,of Our* Student teachers '4re operatinig
in fear as they enter ,their final Phase of teacheraining.
*cording.to,Maslow, they would be operating.at thl..safety'
level, which cleans they are concerned with their codn-surmival
at a time when we are asking thethvto give to others lAspy, '
19i9, P. 304),1

k.. ,

DO other data support this view? Dusault. (1970)-
--, .

. ,

,reviewed stbdies from 1931 to 1968 which=utilized professional
.

.laboratory experiences (almost exclusively student teaching) as.the

. independent variable and attitude changes On the pait of teacher

(-I.trainees as the dependent variable. He found a number of positive

changes:



's

--,positive changes-in self-condept

-

greater acceptanceof others
0. .

greaeer reality-orientationr.
less ',1elf-depreciation

7- improvement,in teaching skills
"4.,. ..-

/

-T- improved ability to wor,k with children
i el'

-- better. undertanding,of crlildr
....

z- greater-gilf-autônomy'and4.decis o -making,
.

%.
r 44. .

7- greater Cork-elation between peiceptCons of ipeal and

-/ actual own teaching role

4

- --mOre positive peic ftions of ideal and actual teachers

- - decrease in profes onat anxieties
0-

Assuming that_the desired outcoNe iS a teacher.whOenjoys

working with students, who is open to new-ideas_ahd approaches; who begins

to develop iiisApwri personal idiosync atic teaching se 1 , and so on,

the "bad news" effectg of student teaching'are:

less openness ;to experierIce

adoption of accefted practiCes
-7

adoptiOn of cooperat4pg teacher' methods of teachi

adopktion of cooperating.teacher's method's of classroOm

housekeeping

less logical consistency of eeas about education'

more negative perception of child behavor

more custodial .0upil-controllideology

Sorenson and Halpert (1969) found-that 70 percent of the

student teachers whom they studied experienced "considerable

psychological disComforet" at the beginning of the student teaching

f '

9
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experience, and 20 percent: carSi 'that d4scOmfort.with theikto the
,

' .

..

end of the assignment. ,The reseatchers identified five stre/ ssfactors.

Two of th ese ,dealt with-the\natilre of discomfote
: physical disc6Mfort

. ...
.

and irritability,
all

d feelings of personal inadequa6y.and-uncertainty

about the teaching Lole. Tw6 more factors were identified as sources

of discOmfort: disagreements between the student'teacher and the

isupervising teacher concerning teaching practicgsynd, perWVed
.

.. differences in personality between student teacher and supervising
,

.

.,

. teacher. 1.

The fifth factor which SOensi4Wand Halpert identAfie,d
.

-
.conperned the relationships between the.itudent teacher and ipils

The researchers were unsure whether to assign this,variable to either a

source a discomfort, ,or a nature (or type) ok discomfOrt. 'They. .

refer to this scale as "dislike of studentg."

STUDENT TEACHING AND SAFETY-LEVSL BEHAVIOR

.Do the results of research given above siipport Aspy's chargg

that teacher trainees are operating at a safety ,level'of behavior'

durin4the finallphase of their training?
.r Answring this question quires, first,of all, operatiol;-. e-

,

8 .J

alizinq the-term "safety" in this specific conte what constitutes

Safety he're?- What is the

student teaCher)?

of the org sm (in this,case, the
1,

0

Student teaching is- usuaM.y a terminal experience in,p

.teacher educatiOn program. The student teacher is often in the.fiLl
.

,11

_semester oehis.undergraduate college career. What is hj.s most
.

'0',
.

,

_Immediate goal? To graduate. To complete the prcgram. In order to *)_

10
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complete his College career, he must,cOmplete student teaching. The

diplomdconstituteS the coktsummation of sixteen,years of sdhooling.

Itrepresents a considerable amount of effoft and the allocation of

.numerouS resources. Reachingthat goal constitutes immediate

perceived safety.
-

'How doeS one t.icceed student,teaching? Whoselexpecta-.

,

tions.must,b&met? Daily, the supe'rvisinq'teacher. Occasionally, e

tnlivesity supervisor. It is not surprising then that the student

teachei should model a considerable amount of his classroom teaching1 .
2 4': 0

tehavior after that of the supervising tacher--that the stiPervising

teacher becomes a "signific ant other" to the point where disagree-..

. ,
mehts between the student teather and supervising teacher,result in,

i
/

ap.Sorenson and HalpeLt."rase it, "considerable bsychological
\

discomfort."

.What of.the pupils in the student teadhW4%4,h4ge? The
-,

supervising teacher, the supervisornd
.e ,.

. ..;.1,,,.. .)

educational staff pack atthe upiversity want-thestudent.teacher to,,,.

. , . ..

. .,:-

like
.
the children he is teaching-,,to heliS those children learn, to...

Show iespect, ior:.their abilities.
,-,

,

-
;7

But the.stu deht teacher sees a necessity of pres..!inting him-, .

seA to his evaluators as tpoised,'confident, in c9ntrol of his c lasses.

This type of image is, after all, yital to success.. The students

doWt quite understand. With a new person,in charge of the class,

the rules change. The children,test. probe, explore this new leader/

6 determiale the ,timits he will place.on theirbehavior. And the

4 novice teacher views this pupil behavior as a threat to,reachinq -the

4goal !hat is so close ifter so many years, the diploma.

.7

4
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I .

It isto be expected thal,Pupon completingl,thts stresgful

.ex erience the positive changes An attitude identified by.b4ssault
I..," t. .......,

i

Would alsofollow._ Having succeSsfullY'completed the student'

teaching,exioerience with all itt strains, it is to be eipected that .

the student teacher will feel better about himself. He has conquered.

)le wil/ feel better about-teachers inTtrie fi'eld: He has, after all,-..
:

adoPted many of hie'superVising teacher's Methods in,order to succeed.
, % 6 ,1 - .

in student teaching- Johnson',
Almost everyone does succeed

(1968)'found that:86 'per cent of responding in;titutiont reported'

failing): per cent ot less ol their 'student teaalers on-the first

assignment. -But'in-tlicceeding,'some less than de4b1e at itudes'

have been fostered. bne intention (or objective) was for the student

teacher to use the ,skills gained in earlier illqining", to test, them;
-

to ute them in developing.his own:idiesynCratic teaching'style. But .

inttead, he simply adepted many of Ithe'methOds of his supervising

teacherwho'had adopted,..many.-Of those.of her supervising teacher.

The status.4uo lives.'

.

Another objectAe was to open the student,teacher's mind to
Y'.;/,' :.

- :
....

..experience. The strssitthe situation have instead made.him less. Y
1. . .

open.
,

.
.

The.student teacher:Wat suPPosed to develop a fairly rational-
.

philosophy concetknq edupation ,and his own teaching. He was so busy
t

,
.

Jr .

meeting everyone's expectationsi.:however, th'at ge had little time to

., ...

attempt to Synthesize the thegryhe'had been,taught.on cAmputwitV.
, '.. .

, ,,[.'.'

,the :practices he)was.ekpOcted'to aisplay in the classroom. HI ended_

..,.

the,experiencepwith lesSlogical consistency of this ideas about
, e

education than when.he began. .
.

,

12
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The trainee wes.suppbsed to learn to like the age-group of-w

'

. ChIldren'he waS.- preparing to teach as a career. But with all the 1

e
7. other stresse

's,' ail the bthereXpectations he had to meeto the pupi/s." -
e -

-)
eally.,got in theWay.: They, after all, were not the ones to makes

the final evaluation. And much of the final evalUation rested on how

Well he ControlleMbr"gUiaed
a

. .

themt' The pupilS.' attemPts to deterMine

"new-rulessi with,the new leader were mit perceived a natural
c

phenomenon-but rather a threat to.success, to safety..
-

d finally, under'the stresses of the situation, the trainee

-11,-egan .ta question Whethe teaching was really the type of career to

whichwbuld like fo'devot his life. But/this was the.last

semester,of the'senior year! It was much too late to change. So he
E°

'Made it through-, he did-whaf:-..was expected of him, he got- the degree.,

.111cen perhaps he cka,teachingjob. And perhaps for just.a year or

.two.until he found stmething mote.exciting, more personally fulfilling.
1

The".*ader at-this point-may feel that the writer is

painting an.overly dismal picture bf student teaching. But the
Fr

,Y*
previous.discussfon did not wander from the findings summarized by

Dussahlt; those bf Sorenson and'Halpert, and'=en eddit hal cOnsistent

research finding
-
'that 50 percent of,the peop e who enter teaching,

do not,stay in te'aching longer than ten years.

The question remains,: Does student teaching-have to be this

-At least one study suggests that it does not. Fuller, Pilgrim

and'Freeland (1967) repor.tedthe resuits of an exPeriement which'
:

involVed providing counseling'ahd clpse supervision to student teachers.

'The rLearchers identified six deiVelopmental sta§es duringyythe stUtept

teaching experience:

tret

13



In.the first .stage, traindes were concerned about the
,4

question, "Where do I stand?" Md initial stage concerned place-

ments,-school rules, identifYtng and ascertaining the expectations of'

0;.

various superv/sory.personnel.

The iecond stage involved c ncerns.about the student

teachers'. percept of tlieir adequaq in the .teaching role. Anxieties

about subject-matter adequacy and class control were highly evident.

A desire,to determine the causes_of-"ff*vilant behavior on

the partsof students was evidenced in the third stage,: while the fourth

stage exhibited a desire for evaluation, for feedback, from supervisors,

-4
parents, principals,,and other teacherls.

In the fifth-stage, trainee begen to lisplay a concern

for what their puPils were learning as opposed to what they were being

taught. ,Finally, student teachers reflected a full concern for their

pupils-and began to achievd new understandings ofiothemselves through

their relationship's with pupils.

Two points need to be made With regards to this study. The

first is that these deVelopmental stages parallel'rather nicely the

we,
seqUence of Maslow's theory of motivationvor at least,the intermediate

'stages (safet Y. A:bye and belongingnesS, esteem). The first two stages

obviously fit quite well into ego-centered safety concerns. Stages
-

. three through five exhibit a movement from safety tq belongingness,

from ego-centered concerns to concerns about others. Agdithe final stage-

shows the beginnings of a synergic environment--one in which the needs

of the individualAin this case, the teacher trainee) and the neels.of

those abdUt him are both beingThatisfied by the mutual relationship.,

-

14
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The 4econd point to be made concerning this study is that

few schools of education exist that can affOrd such close supervis4on

and counse on a regular basis'/With their student 'teachers. The

results o the resear6 summarized by Dussault, and the study by4iorenson

and Halpert, suggest:that most student teachers do not advance beyond

the fourth developmental stage: concerns for feedback, for evatuation.

SKILLS AND SAFETY

Microtea6hing amd simulation, as supplements to direct

classroom experience in teacher education, have a-number of advantages
.

toward helping the.trainee increase his cognitive skills. And a mo

broad repertoire of teaching behaviors should result in the gratifica-

tion of a number of broadly defined safety needs. It would be expected '

diet, having a broad repertoire of teaching skills, the trainee should,

,in the student teaching experience, exhibit somewhat less anxiety

about his abilities in the teaching role. And it might also bel

expected that the trainee would exhibit less modelling after the

teaching behavior of the supervising teacher.

But this is conjecture. ThJse questi.ons have not, to the

present writer's knowledge, been researched. Much of the,research

that has been accomplished on microteaching and simulation has dealt

with matters such as whether or not the trainee actually acquires

the skills presented, whether or not he considers simulation and

microteaching as relevant to.6nditions he will face in the classroom.

At present, then, the best that can be said is that micro-

teaching and simulatibn hatre considerable potential toward gratifying

a numbel of safety-related cOncerns of the trainee in the instruc-

tional role.

15
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If the general aim, however, is to assist the trainee in

114

reaching ;1*level of esteem in the instructional role,.a level of general
,

attitudinal,orientation in whi -t e trainee finds the teaching role

"personally rewarding, there is an,in ermediate need-stage yet .tb be

. addressed.,

LOVE AND BELONGINGNESS

Aspy (1969) has noted the desirability of promoting feelings

43f belongingness among teacher trainees, suggesting that trainees should

-have the opportunity to establish close personal relationships with

at least one teaaher educator from the teacher training institution.

Dussault's sImmary of goals of professional laboratory experiences

includes "acceptance and appreciation of Other people."

To what group should teacher educatoks en4urage the

.trainee to feel that he "belongs?" He should begin to,feel himself

a meMber of the profession, certainly, by the completion of his training.

Research on student teaching, reviewed earlier, suggests that trainees

complete student teaching with more positive attitudes toward teachers

in the field than was the base prlor to student teaching. And yet,

50 per cent of the teaching force leaves teaching within ten years.

Of all the factors which may cause a teacher to leave the

teaching profession, what lasting bonds.of affection (or belonging-

ness) encourage one to remain in teaching? Close relationships with

teacher educatorg may be valuable adjuncts to training, but are at

best transitory. Such relationships will probably terminate when the

trainee leaves the institution. If modelling of teaching behavior is
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any indicatioa, trainees tend to duelop a rather close relationship

With,supervising.tbachera. But this'relationship is again 'in the

majority of Cases, transitOry.,

1! wOuld seem, then, that the.only lasting bonds, of attach=

ment are those.between the train-4* and the .type of child he

preiring to.teoliph. Of all the'intitutional idysfunctions identified,
, . ..

. -.. , , ,

earlier in this paper Which might callse4ndiViddals to leave-the-
/.. -. :: 44j ' , q.

-..teaching profession, a vitalangredient.wh,ich would cause one .tO.
-,

',.)4
,remain.xn eaching would -be-a positive,Viewbf the children with..

, 440.611 he'.worka. One maV...dec'ole t&.be'coMeo

A t:414

piridus, experience with ddmiKA.Oie people'in the teaching profession .

neMaY succe0fully opit6let. taining'becaUse of close relationships

a4Ous silpervi,sdr9A)ers,nhitl.-But one will probably not.Stay
A 4.1

s,
in te*Zhing .kier§:Ao fgeiMI!)ly oU0of admiration for other teachers

.

a teacher because of

with which one wJs ocial encounters with:bther teachers, over

coffee, ovetlunch:,' e .hOurs are simply not sufficient if one
1; .

is not attracted to"theday-by-day wOrk of helpingchildren learn.

In simpler terms, if one does not like the type of child

heds preparing to teach, he may not take 'a teaching position in the

first place. And if he does take a teaching position, he will

probably not last long (by his
/

own choice or that of others). This

sort of general affection for the eype of child one is preparing to

teach (or, in behaviorist terms, an approach tendency), is not a

quality that can be traingd. Yet if it is as important to the

holding power of the teaching profession as the,previous,discussion

has suggested, the necessity of fostering such feelings should be

recognized and implemented in preservice training.

1 7
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Can student teaching prove to be a liseful aotivity through

which to foster positive perceptions of pupils on the part of trainees?

Research evidence, reviewed previoudly, suggests that student teaching

has not been particularly successul at achieving this goal in the past.

Ilesult.q,have been at best, inconclusive; and at'worst, negative. Using

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Invetory as a data-gathering device

roduced evidence of approximately even distributions of ptudies

(,.-
icW'show positive changes in relationships with students, negative

/

1cahges, or no significant change at all. A. fairly consistent finding,

according to Dussault (1970), is that studept teachers tnd to have a

mor egative view of pupil behavior at the end of student teaching

than the case at 'the outset of student teaching.

EARLY"DIRECT EXPERIgNCE

If belongingness needs of teacher trainee;i0 ined in this

context as the development of positive perceptions toward the type

of pupil tl*trainee is preparing to teach--are to be addressed.to

that the tr4inee may have the opportunity of gratifying such needs,

neither"miCroteaching, simulation, nor.student teaching would appear

to be viable optdons.

Developing positive relationships with pupils necessitates

physical encounter and interaction between the trainee and pupils: direct

experience. Yet there is precious little evidence of the effects of direct

experience aside from student teaching--a terminal activity in teacher

education. Virtually no research has been done with regards t'o-attitude

changes of potential teachers resulting from early,direct contacts

with pupils.

' 'Speculation,'then, becomes the order of, the day.-

18
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What types of direct classroom experience are available?

There are two generic types of direct classroom experience: observa ion

and participation. The trainee can watch, or he can do something. The

trainee has, however, been observing teachers at work since the age Of

fivt Or six. Additional unstructured observation, by itself, can

probably add little to helping the trainee answer questions concerning
to.a

his feelings about himself in the teaching role. Nor can'observation

alone allow the tiainee to interact with pupils, to decide for himself
4

whether working with pupils is a world of work to which hemould like

to commit his time and energies, or to develop positive relationships

with pupils.

If, on the other, hand, the reader will consider direct,

participatiVe experience as an early learning device--might not the

sameSorts of outcomes identified by Dussault as the resultS oV;tudent

teaching be antiCipated as °result's alSo of such early experience?

That is, might teacher educators not thcpect such early, direct,

participative experience to have positive effects of greater reality- ok

orientatiOn, positive changes in self-cOncept, less self-depreciation,

and so on, on the part of trainees? And might mot the negative effects',

especially modelling behavi4- after the practices of personnel in the

'field, be better brought out early when such effects can be dealt with

in later training, than left only as an effect of a terminal experience

in the program? Broadening the cognitive teaching skills of the

trainee after an initial reality-contact (through microteaching and

simulation) should be more.prOductive becauSe the trainee would have

a more concrete frame of reference concerning the teaching role.

19



nenegatiVe'effect of di e t experience identified by

'13ussault.'s eview was that of more negative perceptions of Pupil

behavior o the part of the trainee. If the previdias analysis in
1

this paper has been correct--tfiet this effect of student teaching has

been, to considerable extent, the result of.trainees having to meet

a plethor of supervisory expectations while working with entire

classes-- ight not the opportunity to work with individual pupils, or

small gr ups of pupils, with Much less...expeated"of the trainee in

terms of skiil learning or display, increase the opportunity for

trainees to develop positive relationships with pupils? Gratification.of-

belonginpness needs is then also potentially addressed.

A further advantage of early, direct, extensive, patici-
,

pative cainica1 experience could be poSited-, If the trainee is viewed

in a Maslo Ian sense--as a human being with a_measure of free wili who

must be.pr ided an.optimum degree of freedom of choice--then such early

reality7contact, if it is an initial experience in the teacher prepara-...

tion program, can provide .a solid basis for the trainee to decide

whether or not teaching is a career to whichfie wishes to commit his time

and energies. In providing an opportunity'for the trainee to explore

the instructional role in a low-threat environment, an opportunity is

also set forth for the trainee to explore the le'ss apparent complexities

of the teaching rple--hall duty, lunchroom duty, faculty meetings,
'

instructional planning, and so Ibrth. The trainee then has a considerable

amount Of information on which to base very paronal questions of commit-
; ,

ment, and sufficiently early in the.program so that he can, if he so

desires, shift to another.aiea of professional training-another world

of work more consonant.with his Own needs and desire87-with little penalty.

20- -



a:PHASES OF CL'INICAL EXPERIENCE

With these considerations inOtind, field experience might

Most profitably be .conceptUalized in terms of successive phases-Teach

/

phase with differing objectives', and experiencet provided to ,accbmplish

j

those. objectives. For the purpose of this analysis, three phases,will,

be suggested: an exploratorylphase; a' skill-acquisition.phase: and a

skill-testing and-revision phase.

Exploratory Phas,p
, .

_

In the exploratory phase, the primary.objective is to

provide the trainee who ha made an initial decision tO become a

teacher, the best, most, realistic information possible on which_to

basg his decision as to whether or not to continue in teacher training.

At the end of this initial phase, the,trainee would be held accountable

i

for making

T
n initial comalitment to continueftraining. Or, conversely,

. .

to select himself out of the program at a sufficiently early stage so
-,

that he can seek a world of work more appropriate to.his own needs.'
t .

If thil exploratory phase.also contains certain conditions,

those t!rainees who decide to continue their training can potentially

gain more than decision-making infol=mation: they can gain a meapure

of, readiness for subsequent training as well. If, fOr. instance, the
,

exPloratory phase contains the basic generic,elements of student

teaching--directi 1articipative experience7-then teacher educators

might also expect that most of the effects of student, teaching

.

(as outlined by Dussault.earlier) would also be the result-Of this

early direct experience. Those trainees Who decide to-Continue training

21



should evidence, as a group: an enhanced, self-concept; better under-.

standing of children; greater reality-orientation,-and so on. These

positive effects can Only enhanCe later training.

1 theprevious analysis presented in this paper has been

correct--that negative effects such as less openness to experience,,

more negative perceptions of pupil behavior, as less.openness, to
t

,experience,' Mote negative perceptions of pupil behavior, as residual.
.

effeCts of student teaching are primarily cadsed by the trainee having

4
.

to respond to too many expectations at once--then these effects of student.

'

.teaching need not be effects of this exploratory stage. If the.
)

trainee is given limited'instructional tasks to accomplish which
,

virtually guarantee success--such as one-to-one tutoring,-perhaps-- -

later at the judgment of the.supervisor leading small group discussions,

and perhaps under close supervision leading an entire dlass in a

learning activitY--the effect that might be antiCipated is that the

trainee will be more open to experience and.less ne4ative concerning
,

pupil behavior.

,.The point, then, is thatby assuring the.safety of the

. trainee, an opportunity is being provided for the trainee to address

questionS of belonging.as well. In being'given a low-threat environ-

-ment in which tO explore the'instructional role, the trainee at the

same time is leing given the opportunity to develop positiVe relation
; .

.ships with pupils. .The complexities of theteaching role with regards
1

to leading whole classes have been lessened,.but'with i!rainee-pupil

interaCtgion still'possible.

2 2
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In order for the trainee ,po acquire the optimum amount of

(.
information on Which to bate decisions concerning further coMmiEment

to the teaching profession; this exploratory stage should not be

limited only to working mith students. N_pn-iflstructi9l(al activities

which Consuthe so much of the teacher'

(tyPing, paper grading,'planning, hall dutp, and so on),are,also

in actual practice

integral elements of the teaching role. To be honest with the

trainee'demands that the trained e exposed to such activities as

part of this explo-eatory stage. The primary purpose Of this'explora-

tory phase is to allow the trainee the opp r+dnity to develop positive

relationships with pupils representative of the'age group he is pre-

paring to teach. Because this,,pha4",is early in the program, the

trainee also has the opPortunitYnoto\develop positive relationships
, .-,with pupils, and.to select hiMeelf'oUi:

Most certainly, these purposes or objectives Should be made

explicit, clearly spelled out, to the trainee at the beginning of the

exploratory phase. The trainee should not have to expend his energies

attempting to determine what iS expected of him in this phase, because

that uncertainty itself can be the cause.of considerable anxiety and

äoPirrig behavior.
0

The denouement of the exploratory phase should come at the

end. At this 'point, trainees souldfe confronted with a conscious'

rational decision base'd on the opportunities provided: whether or.not

t6 continue preparing .to, become.. teachers. This initial commitment is

P'
6

a statement of intention, not a contract. The trainee always ret.ains the

2 3,



option of divorcing,hkffi§elf from the program 'at a later date. And the
."

.

trainee's'intipntion.Certainly need not be in.the form of a written.

document. Most impilortant, the trainee must be addressed with the

prOjer questions, clearly and explicitly, perhaps phrased as follows:

Over the past few weeks you have been allowed the oppor=
tunity, to explorelthe'teaching role: You were given this
opportunity because you had.expressed n interest in teaching

,as a career. Hopefully, you have found out through that
experience that teaching is.more than it may have appeared to,

> you in yourirole as a student. Helping pupils learn is a
complicated'.undertaking, and teaching a class Is br,

to. means all there Is to the role bf teacher,

The professfonal staff in the school of eduCation at
thi'S institution has considerable experience in the field of
education. They can help you become a better, more skilled.
teacher. But they can not make you want to teach, nor can they
make you'like the,type of child ydu are preparing to teach,
Both of these dualities are essential, and l'rou are the only
one..who can answer these questions.

.

a

If you decide to continue preparing to teachi-the neXt
'phase will reqUire that you acquire a variety of skills to
help you function more effectively as a teacher. And in
student.teaching, the final phase, ou will be expected to'
'ills/play some of those skills in your teaching behavior. These
skills are not required for the purpose of "fitting" you into
the Mold bf a goOd teacher, but rather to supply you with,
"tools" to help you become more effective as,a teacher.

If you have decided at this point that you do not wish to
.cbntinue in teacher preparation, then this experience was also
beneficial for you. You now have the opportunity to cont&ct
your.advisor and revise your prograrri So that you may prepare
for an occupation more in line with your interests.

Skill Acquisition Phase

Having provided the trainee with opportunities to 4tend.

. to the gra/Eification of safety and belongingness needs within the

instructional context during the exploratory phase, those trainees

c

who decide to continue-training should be ready to address the

v-

acquisition of-skills related to t1 teaching role.

2 4
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:
if

. 1

IR this phase, technilues such as microteaching and simulation
,

become extremely valuable. Both simulation and microteaching rely

heavily on Selectivity. ,The teaching SCt is broken down into constipudnt .

elements, and this simplification allows analysis- Thercompivc stJuli
, c

.

inherent'in the classroom ehvironment are categorized, seplarated.

trafnee is-provided with a safe environment in which to attend to stimuli

relevant to a particular category. Fie is given a relatively. safe

environment in which to practibe decision-making skills (simulation),

or specific teaching behaviors- (microteaching). The res1.4 of Such'

training is a broadening of the, cognitive skills of/the trainee. And
/-

the more skilled he. is, the more confident he should tend to be during

the student teaching phase. With this confidence should come less

,defensiveness under stress, and less tendency to "model" his teaching

behavior after that of the supervising teacher (some modelling is

probably unavoidable', If only because the supervising teacher is an

important evaluator in' the student teaching phase).'

Skill-Testing and Revision Phase
(Student Teaching)

In the first phase, the trainee was given the opportunity

to gratify safety and belongingness needs in the,inStrubtionlal context,

and at the ep of that phase was 'given the opportunity to make a

rationardecision'concerning the desirability of the teaching role

in terms of his own-potential.for:growt h.

, .

In the second phase, the trainee was sppplied with skills

of teaching Ind decision-making... In effect, the pi4Pose'here was to

gratify esteeM needs through.providing the trainee with a degree of

technical expertise in'the instructional role.

2 5
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The'fihal iphase the present author has,termed skill-testing
4

and revision. .In the past, this phlse.has variously been referied.to

as:apprenticeship, practice teaching, student teaching, The.functions

/
whicn are'suggested ,for tw stage are:

Opportuis for the trainee t tesCthe skills gained

, , .. , .in the.previous phases a t theYdynamics'oefullprofessional-role.

assUrnp-tion.

,

2. through.testing and evaluation, opport6nities for the

trainee to eXplore various skill combinations, 'and on the basis of
,,

.:experienceito revise.them.

3. opportUnities for the teacher preparing institutiop,

thiough its supervisory-personnel, to determin.e the final adequacy ofT'

the teaching candidate for ?urposes.of certification.
1

PHASE 014,7EgIIVES

or
It may be.useful,for the reader to haVe the dbjectives of the'

'three recommended sieges summarized and-presented in tabular form.

Stated from the persPective of that Which,the trainee is expected to

accOmpIish, .
1.." To utilize the best.information available as a basis

for a personal.decision to become or not to becoble 'a teacher.

2. TO begin to qatify needs of safety and belonging-.

hess inYthe instructional role so as to develop readinessjor skill

3. To gratify esteem needs through the development of

technical expertise., the acquisition of instructionsl skills.

-4 To test instructional skills against the dynamics of

classroom teaching, to revise those skills, and to in egrate them

into a personal teaching style.

26
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5. To develop decision-makipg'skills.

6. To meet the'reguirements of the teacher training

.111SiitutiOn for Purposes of'cdrtification.
7

,

The relabionships between-the various phases, activitiesi
.

within those Phases as discussed above, and the objectives given,
TI

can be charted as shown in Figure 1.
.

A.;;;7':
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Phases:

26

. Decision on teaching
career 21

2. Gratificat& of

safety needs in
Instructional role

3. Gratifica on,of
belongingness needs
in instructional role S P 4 I

4. Gratification of
esteem needs through
skill acquisteion

5. Testing:(by trainee)
of inqtruttional
skills, and revision
into personal
teaching style..'

6.° Development of
deciSion-making skills

rrs

26

rrs

28

7. Testing Of trainee-
by institution for
purposes of
'certification

P - Primary Objective
S - Secondary Objective
I - Indidental Learning
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Figure 1

P - Primary Objective
S - Secondary Objective
I - Indidental Learning

Major Objectives to be Realized from Clinical
Experience in Teacher Education
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